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Overview
The ultimate goal of network science is to understand, predict and control the actual behavior of
complex networked systems. For instance, to mitigate the spread of a disease through a social
network, foresee the effect of a genetic perturbation on the activity of a sub-cellular network or
quantify the functional resilience of an infrastructure network. Towards this end, the recent years have
seen spectacular advances in our ability to accurately map complex social, biological and
technological networks. Yet to fully conquer these pertinent goals – understanding, predicting and
controlling – we must progress network science to its next stage: developing tools to systematically
translate our rich topological findings into dynamic predictions. How do signals propagate along
network links? What are the conditions for efficient propagation, e.g., a global epidemic or for a
rapidly decaying propagation, i.e., a perturbation that remains localized. In this course we will learn
about the state-of-the-art of this emerging field, beginning with the most updated findings on the
structural characteristics of real networks and culminating in the recently developed formalisms on
how to translate these characteristics into predictions on the network’s observed dynamic behavior.
We will introduce a variety of mathematical tools based from graph theory, linear algebra and
nonlinear dynamics that lay the basis for the analysis of large scale complex interconnected systems.
Our main goal is to teach and engage the students with the state-of-the-art of network science, from
the fundamental discoveries on the structure of real-world networks to the most recent developments
in predicting their dynamics. At the end of the course the students will acquire the basic tools that will
allow them to embark on an academic level research project in the area of network dynamics.
Specifically, participants will learn and apply:
1. The foundations of complex systems and their relation to network science.
2. The practical tools to analyze and visualize complex networks – e.g., degree distribution,
correlation analysis etc..
3. Hands on application of the most common models for network construction.
4. Constructing and analyzing nonlinear network dynamics for biological, social and technological
systems.
The course will include frontal lectures on the theoretical material, complemented by several hours
dedicated to personaltutoring - face-to-face or in small groups. Students will also receive practical
hands-on exercises, and perform a numerical project in groups, based on existing datasets that will be
prepared by the teaching faculty. The groups for the student projects will be encouraged to include
students from different disciplines, to foster interdisciplinary collaboration. The goal is to make the
course an intensive learning experience, designed to bring the students to an ideal starting position of
their anticipated research in network science.
We plan a five day course, comprising thirteen hours of lectures, two hours of hands-on tutorials and
two hours devoted to presentations by the students.
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Complex systems and networks
Characteristcs of real world networks
Network models and evoluton
Network dynamics–nonlinear models on networks
You are a graduate students at the Masters, Ph.D. or Postdoc level, or an exceptonal
undergraduate
student.
§ You are an open minded faculty from academia, government research insttutons, private
Organizatons or industry who wishes to enter into network science.
§ You come from a background of Mathematcs, Physics, Computer science, Computatonal
biology, Engineering, Brain research, Computatonal sociology, Data science or similar area.
The partcipaton fees for taking the course is as follows:
Industry/Research Organizatons: Rs 10,000
Academic Insttutons sstudents): Rs 2,500*
Academic Insttutons sfaculty): Rs 4,000*
The above fee include all instructonal materials, computer use for tutorials and assignments,
Laboratory equipment usage charges, 24 hr free internet facility. The partcipants will be provided
with accommodaton on payment basis.
* Fee concession will be considered for individual having limited fnancial support

August 06-10, 2018
Please contact to Rahul at kumarvrahul16@gmail.com regarding any queries related to
course registration or accommodation.
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